An experimental programme of cyclic thermo-mechanical testing for a P91 power plant steel, under isothermal, and in-phase and out-of-phase thermo-mechanical, temperature-strain cycle conditions, has been implemented. Using the experimental data, an optimisation procedure has been developed for the accurate determination of the material constants under isothermal conditions, in which the Chaboche model is employed to describe material responses. The material was found to exhibit cyclic softening throughout the full life cycles, which is believed to be related to the evolution of microstructure and the propagation of micro-cracks. The model developed shows good predictive capability of cyclic stressstrain behaviour and cyclic softening.
Introduction
Increasing temperatures and pressures for increased efficiency and reduced CO 2 emissions has become an ongoing trend for power generation plants. New advanced materials that allow for significant increases in operating temperature are essential for this need. Due to the intermittent nature of renewable energy generation, conventional power generation plants are now subjected to a higher frequency of thermo-mechanical cycling, demanded by flexible operation. This indicates that more attentions need to be given to the problem of thermo-mechanical fatigue in component life assessment and in the design of new plants.
The need for power generation industry to improve the thermal efficiency of power plant has led to the development of 9-12% Cr martensitic steels. The development of and research on P91 steels started since late 1970s and early 1990s, respectively [1] . The work has focussed on their creep strengths due to its intended application at high temperature. Recently, the introduction of more cyclic operation of power plant has introduced the possibility of fatigue problems. Bore cracking due to the effects of varying steam warming has been reported [2] . The temperature cycling causes thermal gradients between the inside and outside of components and this can cause cyclic stress levels to be of concerns. Recently, research on thermal-mechanical analysis of P91 has been carried out including the characterisation of the cyclic behaviour of the material using the two-layer and unified visco-plasticity models [3, 4] .
The present paper is concerned with the application of the Chaboche unified viscoplasticity model to characterising the isothermal and thermal-mechanical fatigue responses, and the preliminary study on the cyclic failure mechanisms of a P91 steel under such conditions. Fig. 1 the test set-up used for the isothermal and an-isothermal cyclic testing performed on the P91 steel. It can be seen that the heating method used is an RF induction coil and that the test strain is measured using a ceramic rod extensometer (all testing is strain controlled, where R e = À1, and the stress response measured). Fig. 2 shows the specimen geometry used for this testing. It should be noted that for some testing, central (cooling) holes were not present within the specimens. Strain controlled saw-tooth type waveforms were used for all testing presented in the present work. For all test results shown within the present paper, the strain rates are 0.1%/s for isothermal testing and 0.0333%/s for anisothermal testing. For the anisothermal testing the temperature rates are 6.67°C/s.
Experimental testing

Equipment and experimental procedure
All testing performed under an-isothermal conditions was performed under either in-phase (IP) or out-of-phase (OP) conditions, shown by parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 3 
Test materials
All testing presented within the present work has been performed on a P91 steel for which the chemical composition is shown in Table 1 .
The Viscoplasticity (Chaboche) model
The Chaboche unified viscoplasticity model [5] has been chosen to represent the uniaxial cyclic material behaviour of the P91 steel. The uniaxial form of the model is as follows:
where Z and n are material constants, e p is the plastic strain, f represents the model yield criterion, described by Eq. (2) in the text that follows, r is the stress within the material, as described by Eq. (2) in the text that follows and v is the kinematic hardening parameter, described by Eqs. 4 and 5. Also:
The yield criterion and the total stresses are given by:
where the elastic domain is defined by f 6 0 and the inelastic domain by f > 0, R is the isotropic hardening parameter as described by Eq. (6), k is the initial yield stress, r v is the viscous stress as described by Eq. (8), E is Young's modulus and e represents the total strain. The model takes into account both kinematic hardening and isotropic hardening as follows:
where i = 1, 2 and b, Q, C i and a i are material constants. p is the accumulative plastic strain, given by: Creep is also accounted for within the model, in the form of the Norton (1929) creep law, as follows:
Eq. (4), the viscoplastic flow rule, is the basic equation within the model. As can be seen from Eqs. (2)- (8), all of the other model variables, such as those used for calculating both types of hardening (isotropic, R, and kinematic, v) and viscous stress, r v , are dependent on the value of accumulated plastic strain, p, calculated in turn, as shown by Eq. (7)), from the plastic strain, e p , values obtained from this viscoplastic flow rule. Eq. (8) defines the viscous stress and therefore the creep effect within the model. The above model has been implemented, in uniaxial form, within Matlab, a high level programming language. The identification of the final values for material constants requires a step by step procedure. Firstly, the initial values of the parameters are estimated using the experimental results. These initial values are then used to obtain an optimised set of material constants in a simultaneous parameter optimisation routine based on two objective functions (stress-strain loops and the hardening/softening curve). In total, the material model requires the identification of 10 material constants. The procedure for the determination of the initial material constants from experimental data as well as the subsequent optimisation procedure for the determination of the final material constants have been described by [6] [7] [8] . Fig. 5 shows examples of comparisons of model predictions to experimental data at 500°C. Also shown is the improvement in the model prediction due to the optimisation of the material constants. It can be seen that the model using the optimised material constants gives extremely accurate prediction of material behaviour both in terms of the stress-strain loops and the hardening/ softening curves.
Characterisation of isothermal and thermo-mechanical behaviour
Isothermal cyclic and softening behaviour
An-isothermal cyclic behaviour
In order to produce an-isothermal behaviour predictions, interpolation of the material constants with respect to temperature is used. Fig. 6 shows example of comparisons of model predictions to experimental data under OP conditions in the temperature range of 400°C to 500°C. As for isothermal conditions, the anisothermal model predictions correspond very closely to experimental data.
Material degradation under cyclic loading
Microstructural investigations have been performed on the P91 test pieces from the isothermal testing at 600°C. These investigations were performed at various life fractions in order to observe the evolution of the P91 microstructure throughout the life cycles. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used for the investigations.
Microstructural evolution of the P91 steel under cyclic loading occurs at the sub-grain scale [9] . Fig. 7 shows the investigation results for the 'as-received' material as well as for the tested test respectively. It can be seen that the sub-grains are coarsened with cycle number, particularly within the initial 200 cycles (also, the stress amplitude decreases non-linearly before achieving a stabilisation stage at around the 200th cycle). It is difficult to clearly identify the sub-grain evolution, at different life fractions, using SEM. However, the SEM images show that a small number of cracks start to develop as the softening curve begins to accelerate as the test piece begins to fail (shown in Fig. 7e ). Up to this point, it has been found that the value of the cyclic Young's modulus in each cycle is similar to the initial Young's modulus. If the modulus value is considered to be an indirect measurement of damage [10] , it can be regarded that within this cycle range (i.e. up to the number of cycles accumulated up to this point), no significant damage was found. Transgranular cracks were observed at many locations on the test piece which ran to failure (at 656 cycles) and one of these major cracks is shown in Fig. 7f . Between the 400th and the 656th cycle, the Young's modulus values and the stress amplitudes are seen to have decreased. The accelerated cyclic softening behaviour in the final stage of cyclic loading can be associated with the propagation of cracks within the material.
Discussion and future work
A material constitutive model for a P91 power plant steel under cyclic loading and high temperature conditions has been developed based on the experimental results. The material constants were determined by using an optimisation procedure. The material was found to exhibit cyclic softening throughout the vast majority of the life cycles (occasionally initial hardening was present for a small number of cycles). The constants derived give very good predictions of the stress-strain behaviour in cyclic stress-strain conditions up to the end of the stabilized softening stage. Some grain coarsening effects and crack growth identification have also been carried out at various stages during isothermal testing yielding results which systematically relate to the test conditions under which they were obtained.
Further work will be carried out to more accurately predict the stress relaxation behaviour and to predict the full stages of the cyclic softening behaviour, though a more detailed understanding of cyclic softening mechanisms related to micro-crack/damage formation and growth. 
